
BMX star Bruno Hoffmann performs during the production of the
Devil’s Voice project, featuring a trip to the iconic Teufelsberg Cold
War monitoring station in Berlin.

Frankie poses with her Mpendla elephant, courtesy of Falko’s
Eastern Cape journey as part of Once Upon A Town, which brings
street art to small South African towns.

Artists Robb DiMaria, Ellen Rutt and Ray Domzalski pose for a portrait atop their Red Bull Music Academy mural on the side of the TV Lounge bar in Detroit.

Tomas Slavik is seen prior to Valparaiso Cerro Abajo urban downhill
race in Valparaiso, Chile.

BMX rider Sergio Layos performs a 180 barspin while Vyal paints at The Container Yard in Downtown Los Angeles, CA, USA. — Reuters photos
Rapper Joie Kathos poses for a portrait at Underground Arts as
part of the Red Bull Sound Select in Philadelphia.
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China has denied Walt Disney Co’s request to allow
screening in the country of “Christopher Robin”, a
movie that features the honey-loving bear Winnie

the Pooh, a source familiar with the matter said on last
Tuesday. It is unclear why the Chinese government denied
the request and Chinese authorities do not provide rea-
sons to Hollywood studios when they disallow screening
of their movies, the source said. However, the decision has
revived online discussion as censors have in the past tar-
geted the film’s main character, originally conceptualized
by English author A.A. Milne, due to memes that compare
the bumbling bear to President Xi Jinping. China’s Culture
Ministry declined to comment and referred questions to
the State Administration of Radio and Television, which
did not immediately respond to a request for comment.

China, the world’s second-largest film market, limits the

number of foreign-made films allowed into the country to
34 a year. It typically favors action-heavy blockbusters
such as “Avengers: Infinity War” and “Black Panther”, two
of four Disney films that have played in China so far this
year. Disney’s “A Wrinkle in Time”, which debuted around
the world in March, has not been released in China.
Netizens have in the past likened Pooh’s appearance -
namely his portly stature - to President Xi. A small number
of people have even used Pooh as a symbol of resistance.

Popular memes compare images of Xi and former US
President Barack Obama walking side-by-side to similar
cartoon scenes including Pooh and his taller, leaner friend
Tigger, a hyperactive tiger. Other allusions include a pop-
ular comparison between a Winnie the Pooh car toy image
and the Chinese leader presiding over a military parade
from the back of a moving vehicle.

“Can I still say Winnie the Pooh?” posted several users
on Weibo, a Chinese microblogging site, on Tuesday, test-
ing censors by adding images of Xi and Pooh. The images,
seen by Reuters on last Tuesday, had been blanked out on
the site by Wednesday. “If they don’t let it into China, the
joke is going to become huge,” said another commenter.

Taiwan’s foreign ministry posted a message on its offi-
cial Twitter account on Wednesday in response to the
news that the movie would not be shown in China.
“Taiwan’s OhBear is dismayed at the ban slapped on his
cousin Winnie’s latest film by censors in China,” it said,
referring to its tourism mascot ‘Oh Bear’. “Make no mis-
take: All bears are created equal in Taiwan and (the
Christopher Robin) movie is screening nationwide.”

While China’s film regulator does not give direct feed-
back on specific movies, it has released regulations in the

past that say it bars subversive themes, homosexual con-
tent and excessive violence. In March, the Beijing
International Film Festival pulled award-winning gay
romance “Call Me By Your Name” from its program, not
long after the country’s film regulator deemed LGBT con-
tent inappropriate, alongside content that includes bestial-
ity. In “Christopher Robin”, the eponymous hero, now an
adult, reunites with boyhood friend Pooh and others such
as Eeyore the donkey and Piglet. “It doesn’t really matter
what they do,” said one anonymous Weibo user, “It’s the
internet, I can just pirate it anyway.”— Reuters
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Youngsta poses for a portrait at Zone 6 during the Red Bull Music
Academy Weekender in Soweto, South Africa.

Marc M’rquez of Spain and Repsol Honda Team rounds the bend during the
MotoGP Red Bull Grand Prix of The Americas at Circuit of The Americas in
Austin, Texas, USA.

Skateboarder Danny Leon performs during the opening of Kaos Temple in La
Iglesia Skate in Asturias, Spain.


